Peter Mandel Crystal Vision

ln cooperation with the Svarowski Company we have developed a highly sophisticated procedure to produce therapy
crystals with targeted information: the large crystaI activator,
the set of facetted crystals and the crystaI tattoos for crystal
puncture. The pure crystals are enhanced by cut or engraved
hotographic primary patterns of the earth's hologram. We
believe that this hologram corresponds to the intrinsic
human body-related information patterns.
The crystaI activator was developed for therapy procedures
in depth psychotogy to hetp facititate recall of suppressed or
forgotten experiences. Crystal puncture is used successfully
today in the area of pain therapy. For more than three years
we have been observing the effects of the crystat applicators
in the treatment of a wide variety of conditions. So far, successfuI results have been above average. We are pteased to
have the opportunity to present our new set of crystals:
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WELL.BEING
Feel the pteasant effect of the holographic

facetted crystals

The Gold and Sitver Facetted Crystals
While the activator affects and encompasses the entire organism, the facetted crystats can target detaits by means of
their cut, engraving and color, making them suitable for use
on specific zones ofthe body. We can observe that the facetted crystal in gold, when placed on the correspondingty sensitive zones, generates feelings of peace and tranquitity. The
increasing success ofthe gotd facetted crystats inspired us
to realize the other side of polarity. The effects of stress in
our lives today cannot be underestimated in regard to their
contribution to illness and pain. All over the wortd, doctors
warn about the consequences. New zones have been discovered for the facetted crystals. The crystals are easy to apply
and generate the desired effects.

Gold and Silver the colors of the polarity between sun and moon
Symbot of the sun --;, gotd, sun, warmth, activity,
masculinity, our outer psyche
Symbol of the moon --;, silver, moon, coldness, passivity,
femininity, our inner psyche

THE GOLD CRYSTAT
The effect is overa[[ relaxation
as well as stimulation of body coordination. The zones are also used
in treating a dult headache or a
heavy feeling in the legs.
Both zones --ir. gold crystal

Positions:

r. at the hairline
z. on the chin

Zones affecting determination and
activity:
First we place the gold crystal on the
right and the silver crystal on the left.
Both crystats should remain in place
for five minutes. Then we place the
gotd crystal on the chin for five minutes. Together: stimulation of strength
and activity.
Positions:
r. above the right eye in the middle of
the forehead --;, gold crystal
z. above the left eye in the middte of
the forehead --:;, silver crystal
3. underneath the chin --.;, gold crystal

Zone affecting inner freedom:
This zone is located in the middte

These three zones on the face,
when used one after the other,
generate deep relaxation ofthe entire body and also dissolve the lingering effects of daily stress.
Alt three zones --j gold crystal

ofthe sternum and it signifies inner
freedom. The counterpart of this
zone lies exactty opposite, in the
center ofthe thoracic spine.
-i gold crystal, or if there is an
adverse reaction, the silver crystaI
Position:
r. the center ofthe sternum

Positions:

r. at the hairline
2. on the bridge ofthe nose
3. on the mouth

This combination affects head as
we[[ as pelvic strain. lt can be used
on children who have problems with
concentration. lt is also hetpful for
older people with diminished mental
function, as well as for those suffering from so-catled "mentaI stress".
Al[ three zones --i gold crystal
r. at the hairline
z. at the outer edge of the eyebrows,
first left, then right

Counterpart of the zone on

the sternum:
This is where the day's tensions
are dissolved. ln addition, forward radiating stiffness may be
relleved.
--;: gold crystal
Position:
r. on the spine, opposite the center of the sternum

This zone relaxes the back
and legs as well as the forehead.

Zones affecting nervous reac-

tions:
These zones are especiatly eFfective
in chitdren, particutarly in those with
ADD, ADHD and ADSD (attention

deficit disorders).
Both zones -.i gotd or silver crystal
Positions:
r. above the bridge ofthe nose
z. on the mouth

.--r, gold or sitver crystaI
Position:
r. in the center of the sacrum

,

'.,

Basic position for the

Zones affectin g retease
The zones affecting retease are located next to the nose, underneath the
iygomatic arch. rThey are assorqiated
with the sectors of the lower pelvis.
Ten5ion, in the sacrum'a9rwell as in the

silve'rr:',,',:rrr'l..".'

crysta l:

The basic position for the silver
crystal is tocated in the middle

'l'.:',

of

abdomen may be released through

'

treatment here.

the left side of the forehead. Here
all aspects of the "dark side" are
inf['uenced. Alt forms of emotional

stress are positivety affected.
--r' silver crystaI

Position:
1. next to the nose underneath the
zy$o rnaiic,*1q hr"'i' t" t crysta l':,'f, i|eft ,
gotd crystal --:.i right

'','

Positio n:

Zone affecting closure:
We must aMays finatize somelhing
before we are able to begin a new
Llndsftaffng. This zone on the bac:k of
the head above a smatl bony protrusion releases forms of inner stress and

r. above the teft eye inthe middle of
the forehead

- :r The

navel is regarded as the
center of the "feminine". Treatment here affects inner aggression, which gradually causes the,,,,,, ,
body to turn against itself.' '' ' "'
--i silver crystal (in case of
adverse reaction, the gotdcrystat)
Position:
r. the navel

tension associated with the concepts
of "releasing", "tetting go" and "findring Elssure?.,!{s,plj6e
Lrold lhe si:l.:
'c'r,
ver crystal for five minutes on this
zone. During the procedure we are
often able to detect an inexplicable

,

Ieetrng ol retref.
.--jo

h

silver crystal
Position:
r. above the occipitat bone

the

',';,r The four zones affecting feai",'
'
Fear has the power to both inhibit
and motivate. The four zones can

These zones influence stress in
lower:: abdomen, pelvis, hi,ps'and

legs.

Positions:

.-i gotd crystal
z. on the outer cheekbones

r. on the mouth

provide the impetus to overcoming
fear. The crystals should remain in
place on each zone for two minutes',
as they progress through the

left --t' si1Ysl qtttltl
right --,r' gold crystaI

seq uen ce.
--.j, left side: sitver crystal, right

side: gotd crystal
Position s:
,1.,ptace the silver cryst:aI on

the

,r'

patelta (kneecapl of the teft knee
and the gold crystal on the pate[ta (kneecap) of the right knee
2',place the,silver cry!!al,,0,nrthe left
shoutder, in front, directty under,n€ath the shoutder eap'and,-the
gotd crystal on the right shoulder.

:::-r:,,'Zones

affecting the interisl,6'f f,i, ',r,
the heart:
Here too, the crystats are placed
one after the othen'rRe,l€iise of in,h'o]'':',
tension. Positions:
[. zone affecting the interior of the

i

heart ^-i on the,'bridge,,oft,hern'ose:,
-: silver crystal
2. zo ne:affedi n g mascul,ine actrivity:: :,,
The zone ,is,located above the
"iieh?
e,ve in th:e middle of'therrsie:li,e'sd '
--.i gold crystal
3. zone affecting feminine ,a'ctivity:,.
The zone is located above the left
eyef in'the middte of the forehead
--.r, silver crystal

Life
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The concept of love is light, sun, warmth - the positive within us. lt is expressed through the sun. On the other hand'
fear, darkness, and the coldness of night are connected with
the opposite pole. These are metaphors for the moon'
The great success of the gotd crystal is continued through
the Jngagement of the opposite pole: through the facetted
crystaI in sitver.
Do not treat more than three zones. The stone should
always remain on the designated positions for two to three
minutes in order to achieve the relaxing effect'

The smatl hole on the end of the crystal is orientation aid for
the user. lt shoutd always be pointed upward along the
medians. Place the crystat with the facetted side touching
the body. Atter use, clean the crystal under running water'
Do not use cleaning agents.

lN HA,RMONY WITH

NATU:R'E

ln case of adverse reactions, remove the stone and apply it

to the next zone.
In general it is possibte to use either the gold or the silver
.ry'rtul on all zones. Combining the zones through the polarity of gold and silver as ittustrated in this brochure, produces
a moie intense effect. Self'treatment with the gold and sitver
crystals is easY and effective.
You can also wear the crystal as a necklace' We have drilted
gotd or
a small hote on the outer edge. You can suspend the
it
directly
wear
and
thread
strong
or
chain
a
on
silver crystal

on the zone on the sternum. This produces an overall feeling
of welt-being.
We now wish you much ioy as you use your facetted

crystals.
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